Weather Impact Overview
Southeast Georgia & Northeast Florida

High Risk of Rip Currents at Area Beaches this Afternoon

Isolated Afternoon T’Sstorms Across Northeast and North Central FL on Monday

Scattered to Numerous Afternoon and Evening T’Sstorms Expected from Tuesday through Next Weekend

Moderate Rip Current Risk Expected Monday through Wednesday at Area Beaches
If You Get Caught in a Rip Current

Don’t Fight it Stay Calm
Wave Yell Float
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Sunday, June 26, 2022
Tropical Weather Outlook

Synopsis
Tropical cyclone activity is not expected to impact the local forecast area during the next 5 days.

A tropical wave over the eastern Atlantic Ocean has a high chance (70% Chance) for development into a Tropical Depression as it approaches the Windward Islands by late Tuesday.

A trough of low pressure center along the Northern Gulf Coast has a low chance (20%) of tropical development through midweek as it drifts westward towards the Texas coast.